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Campaign Summary
For the launch of its new A-class, the brand’s most important launch in 60 years, Mercedes wanted to attract a younger
generation of buyers in the U.K. To do this, Mercedes moved away from a traditionally heavy focus on TV and outdoor
advertising to include more social media, mobile, and content co-creation into its marketing mix. The #YOUDRIVE campaign allowed viewers to determine what would happen in an exciting story told over the space of three ads, connecting
with 25- to 44-year-olds in a way that Mercedes had never been able to do before and creating a new customer-driven
approach to automobile launches.

Strategy and Execution
Mercedes knew that its target audience:
• Interacted with the world through a variety of connected devices
• Expected immediacy from brand communications
• Liked to share its views with peers via social media
• Hated being “passengers”
Therefore, it decided to reach out to young people who were watching TV while also simultaneously interacting with
a mobile device, tablet, and/or laptop. Hashtags placed in each TV commercial steered the #YOUDRIVE story and
encouraged viewers to go to Twitter to determine what would happen next. Users could see the live voting results on
the #YOUDRIVE website, giving them absolute control over what happened next in real time.
To build excitement for this campaign, Mercedes promoted it like a movie premiere, using digital outdoor, time-targeted
text messaging, paid social media, and newspaper cover wraps to drive consumers to the campaign trailer on YouTube.
This pre-release build-up lasted for a week prior to the #YOUDRIVE launch.

Results
In July 2012, Mercedes’ old A-class model represented 0.4 percent of the total U.K. hatchback market. Two months
after the #YOUDRIVE launch, it represented 6.2 percent. Brochure requests increased by 140 percent, and 77,000
leads were generated (vs. an original goal of 50,000 leads). The average age of people enquiring about the new A-class
was 10 years younger than the traditional Mercedes norm.
Over 740,000 people visited the #YOUDRIVE website, and the campaign hashtag appeared 103 million times on Twitter
and 30 million times on Facebook. The YouTube trailer was viewed 237,000 times and had an impressive 95 percent
completion rate.

Source
“#YOUDRIVE.” 2013 Gold Winner Product/Services Launch; Silver Winner Cross Media Integration. Brand: Mercedes.
Lead Agency: Maxus.
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